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Summary. The aim of the present paper is to study problems of optimal design in 
mechanics, whose variational form is given by inequalities expressing the principle of virtual 
power in its inequality form. The elliptic, linear symmetric operators as well as convex sets 
of possible states depend on the control parameter. The existence theorem for the optimal 
control will be applied to the design problems for an elastic laminate plate where a variable 
thickness appears as a control variable. 
Keywords: Optimal control, variational inequality, convex set, laminated plate, thickness-
function, rigid obstacle 
A MS classification: 49A29, 49A27, 49A34 
INTRODUCTION 
In this work we introduce an abstract framework for the theoretical study of 
the thickness optimization in the variational inequality context. As already the 
name implies it is devoted to the problem of finding the optimal thickness of a 
laminate plate. The omnipresence of plates and plate-like structures in modern 
technology is well known and needs no particular elaboration. Whether the concern 
is with aircraft and missile surface (skin) components, reinforced concrete floor slabs, 
glass-window panes, electric circuit boards, or certain layered geological formations, 
engineers and analysts are frequently called upon to predict deformations, stresses 
of elastic plates. We introduce an abstract framework for the theoretical study of 
the thickness optimization in the variational inequality context. Thus, we consider 
an optimal control problem in which the state variable of the system (which includes 
an elliptic, linear, symmetric operator, the coefficients of which are chosen as the 
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design-control variables) is defined as the (unique) solution of a variational inequality. 
We give sufficient conditions for the existence of an optimal control. The most 
characteristic property of the variational inequalities is that their solution does not 
depend smoothly on the control, i.e. one cannot differentiate the solution of the s tate 
problem with respect to the control. This may lead to complications especially in the 
design of the solution procedures since the objective functional will not be smooth. 
The existence result proved in Section 1 can be applied to the optimal design of an 
elastic laminate plate with a rigid obstacle. The problem is formulated and solved 
in terms of the plate displacement components, an optimal design problem of a 
laminate is introduced and investigated. The role of a design variable is played by 
the thickness of the faces. The optimal control for a system, governed by an elliptic 
variational inequality, was proposed by J. L. Lions [13] and discussed in Mignot [15], 
V. Barbu [3], S. Shuzhong [24] and F. Mignot and Puel [16], J. P. Yvon [23]. 
1 . ON THE CONVERGENCE OF SETS 
Let V(Q) be as normed linear space. Following Mosco [17] we introduce a conver-
gence of sequences of subsets of V(Q). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. A sequence {A'n(f t)n} of the spaces V(fi) converges to a set 
K(Q) C V(Q) if 
' 1° K(£l) contains all weak limits of sequences {unk}nk, unk E 
I\nfc(!T2), where {Knk(Q)} are arbitrary subsequences of 
2° every element v E K(Q) is the strong limit of some sequence 
{vn}, vn E Kn(fi). 
N o t a t i o n . Ii(Q) = Lim Kn(tt). 
n — • o o 
Let W: V(Q) —• (—oo,oo] be a functional. The set 
e p i ^ := {(v,0) E V(Q) x R: W(v) ^ 0} 
is called the epigraf of W', and the effective domain of W is a subset of V(Q), 
DW (or AomW) = {v: W(v) < +oo,t i E V(fi)}. 
Moreover, the sub differential dW is an operator from V(-l) to V*(Q) given by 
BW(z) = {z* E V*(Q), (z\v-z)v(n) ^ W(v)-W(z) for all v E V(f2), for z E V(fi) 
with W(z) < oo and by dW(z) = 0 for z E V(Q) with W(z) = oo}. 
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Def in i t i on 2. A sequence {Wn} of funct ional from V(£l) into (—00,00] con-
verges to W: V(Q) -» ( -00 ,00] in V(fi), if e p i ^ = L i m e p i ^ . We use the 
notation W = Lim Wn. 
n—>oo 
Let us recall the following lemma of Mosco on the convergence of funct ional in 
V(Q). 
f 1° For every v £ V(Q) there exists a sequence {vn} C V(Q) such 
tha t lim s u p ^ n ( t ; n ) <$ W(Q). 
n—>-oo 
< 2° For every subsequence {Wnk} of {Wn} and every sequence 
{vk} C V(£l) weakly convergent to v G V(Q) the inequality 
W(v) <C lim inf Wnk(vk) holds. 
n—•oo 
L e m m a 1. Let Wn : V(Q) — ( -00 ,00 ] , n = 1, 2, . . . . T/ien ^ = Lim Wn and 
n—*-oo 
one of fcjhe following conditions holds: 
1° For every v G V(Q) there exists a sequence {vn} C V(Q) such 
that lim vn = v (strongly) in V(Cl) and lim supy^(t> n ) ^ 
n—•oo n—>>oo 
W(Q). 
2° For every subsequence {Wnk} of {Wn} and every sequence 
{vk} C V(Q) weakly convergent to v £ V(£l) the inequality 
W(v) <$ lim inf Wnk(vk) holds. 
n—>oo 
We snaiJ denote by &0(V(Q)) the family of all lower semicontinuous convex func-
tional W\ V(Q) —> (—00,00], not identically equal to +00 . Moreover, ^0(V(Q)) is 
a subset of the family <f (V(fi)) of all l.s.c. functionals, W : V(Q.) —• [-00, +00]. 
R e m a r k 1. Due to the previous lemma the condition W = Lim Wn implies 
n —- 00 
tha t for every v G V(Q) there exists a sequence {vn} C V(Q) such that lim vn = v 
n—•00 
(strongly) in V(Q) and lim ^ ( t ! n ) = W(v). 
n—+00 
Let U(Q) be a reflexive Banach space of controls with a norm ||.||[j(n)- Let 
Uad(^) C U(Q) be a set of admissible controls compact in U(Q). Further, denote by 
V(Cl) a real Hilbert space with an inner product (., .)v(n) and a norm ||.||v(n)> by 
V*(Q) its dual space with a norm | | | |v*(n) and with the duality pairing (., )v(Ct)-
Let constants Q0, QI (0 < Q0 < Qi) be given. We denote by E(Q0,QI) the class 
of the linear, continuous and symmetric operators &/: V(Q) —• V*(fi) such that 
*o|Mlv (n) < (^v,v)V(ri) ^ Qi\\v\\v(Ci)
 f o r a11 v 6 V(Q). 
We introduce the systems { J f ( e , 0 ) } , {^4(e)} of convex closed subsets JT(e . f l ) C 




1° n ^ ( e , ft) T-0; 
e€t/ad(H) 
2° en -> e0 (strongly) in U(Q) => JT(e 0 , f i ) = Lim J f ( e n , Q V 
n—*oo ' 
3° ||-4(e)|U(K(n)tv*(n)) ^ M for all e G Uad(ft); 
4° (A(e)v,v)V{a) ^ a |Mlv ( n) , « > 0, for all e € Uad(^) and 
v G V(Q.) (a real number a not depending on e and v, A(e) is 
said to be uniformly coercive with respect to U(Q)); 
cn -» e0 (strongly) in (7(0) => A(en) 
i n L ( V ( n ) , V * ( 0 ) ) , e n G U a d ( ^ ) . 
A(e0) 
Thus, by virtue of ( (HI) , 3°, 4°), A(en), n = 1, 2, . . . and A(e0) are elements of the 
class E(a, M) for each sequence { e n } n , where en —• eo (strongly) in U(Q,). 
Moreover, we suppose: 
(E1) 
1° There is a system of funct ional { $ ( e n , . ) } n on V(Q) with val-
ues in (—oo,oo] (not identically equal to -foo) semicontinuous 
and convex on V(0), {v G V(Q): $(en,v) < oo} C J?(en,Q.), 
4>(e,.) = Lim $ ( e n , . ) as en —• e (strongly) in U(Q). 
n—+oo 
2° { L ( e n ) } n is a sequence in V*(Q) such thast L(en) —+ L(e) 
(strongly) in V*(Q) as en —• e (strongly) in U(Q). 
Further we assume that for each sequence { e n } , en —• e (strongly) in U(Cl) there 
is a bounded sequence { a n } n with an G Jt(en,Q) and 3>(en ,an) < oo for all n, 
cn E f/ad(-^) such that 
( ì . i ) lim sup4>(e n , a n ) < oo. 
There exist two possible constants c\, c2 such that for each sequence { e n h en —• e 
(strongly) in U(O), 
(1.2) ^ ( e n , v n ) ^ - c i | | v n | | v / ( n ) ~ C 2 for n = 1 ,2 , . . . (see [18]). 
Then, since A(en) G E(a,M) for any sequence of pairs { [ e n , u n ] } n , en € Uad(-^), 
n = 1,2, . . . with | | v n | k (n ) — oo and en —* e (strongly) in U(Q) we have 
( 1 3 ) 
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[(A(єn)vn, vn - an)V{ӣ) 4- Ф(e n , vn)] 
oo. 
Pn| |V(n) 
Moreover, for each n 
[(-4(e„>, v - aw)y(n) + <^(en, v)] __ 
( L 4 ) IHk(n) 
as ||w||v(n) -* oo, w G J f (e n , f i ) where e* G (7&d(ft) is arbitrary but fixed in tIad(fi), 
en G Uad(fi), n = 1, 2, . . . and A(e*) G K(a, M). 
R e m a r k 2. By virtue of ((HI), 3°, 4°) and (1.1) we can write 
[(A(en)vn,vn - an)vw + $ (e n , vn)] ^ a||vn - an | |^ ( n ) - c3\\vn - an | |v(n) ~ c4 
where an is bounded in JT(en , Q) (n = 1, 2, . . .) and when ||tIn||v(n) —• oo then also 
\\vn —
 an||^(n) —+ oo. In a similar way (for each n) we obtain relation (1.4). 
Let B G L(U(Q)} V*(Q)), / G V*(ft). It is well known [3] that for every e G Uad(£-) 
there exists a unique solution 
(i5) H e ) G j r < e > Q ) 
\ (i4(e)ti(e), v - ti(e))v(n) + $(e, v) - $(e, ti(e)) ^ (L(e), v - ti(e))v(n) 
for all v G JT(e, 0 ) , where L(e) = f + Be. 
Further, consider a functional & \ f/(fi) x V(0) —• R for which the following 
condition holds: 
{ en —> e (strongly) i =»JSf(e,t;)t$ lim i 
n—fog 
in U(íl), vn ~- v in V(0) (weakly) 
inf J5ř(en,vn). 
We shall formulate the optimal control in the following way: 
P r o b l e m (^o)- Find a control eo G Uad(-^) such that 
(1.6) (A(e0)ti(e0), v - ti(e0))v(n) + #(eo, v) - $(e 0 , u(e0)) 
^ (L(e0), v - u(eo))v(n) for all v G J ^ ( e 0 , fi), 
(1.7) JSf(e0,ti(eo))= min if(e,ii(e)). 
eec/»d(n) 
T h e o r e m 1. Let the assumptions (HO), (El), (E2), (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) be satisfied. 
Then there exists at least one solution eo of the optimal control problem (39 o)-
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P r o o f . As the solution u(e) of the variational inequality (V5) is uniquely 
determined for every e G (/acp(fi), we can introduce the functional J(e) as 
(1.8) 7(e) =JSf(e , 11(c)) e G Uad(fi). 
Due to the compactness of Uad(^) in U(il), there exists a sequence {e n} C Uad(^) 
such that 
(1.9) lim J(en) = inf J(e). 
n - 0 0 e€tl"ad(H) 
(V10) lim en = e0 in U(fi), e0 G t 'ad(n) . 
n—»oo 
Denoting a ( e n ) := urf £ J ^ ( e n , f i ) we obtain the inequality 
(1.11) ( A ( e n ) a n , w n - v)v(n) ~ ( ^ n ) , « n -v)v{ii) ^ * ( c n , v ) - * ( e n , t i n ) 
for all v eJC(en,Q). 
In particular, taking « n for v in (VI 1) we obtain 
(V12) (A(f'n)iln - i ( f i « ) , « n - «n)v(n) + * ( e „ , t/n) $ * ( e n . a n ) 
for every /?. 
Hence the relations (1.1), (1.3) and ((EI),2°) imply that {un}n is a bounded se-
quence. This implies the existence of a subsequence {unk}k of {un}n and an element 
UQ G V(tt) such that 
(1.13) u t l k — Mo (weakly) in V(fi). 
As utlk G Jf(enkAl). the assumption ((HI) , 2°) implies 
(1.14) u 0 £ JT(e 0 , f i ) . 
Then we observe from Lemma 1, ( (E l ) , 1°), (1.1) and (V2) that 
(1.15) 4>(e 0 ,uo)^ lim inf*(en f c ,wn f c) 
k —-00 
<C lim sup{4>(e n f c ,u n f c ) - (A(eHk)unk - L{enk)%u»k -<ink)vui.} 
K —* OO 
< 00 
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si-. • by virtue of the monotonicity of A(enfc) one has 
\(A(enk)utlk/ank - unk)V{ft)\ 
^ (A(enk)(ink,ank)V(n) + \(A(enk)ank,unk)V{a)\ 
^ 2Mc 2 , where | | t in f c |k(n), I K J I v ( n ) ^ c. 
On the other hand, by virtue of Lemma 1, ( (E l ) , 1°) and Remark 1 there exists a 
sequence {bnfc}jfc C V(Q) such that hnk —> uG (strongly) in V(Q) and 
H 16) lim *(e n t . , / i n f c) = * (e 0 ,w 0 ) . 
k—*oo 
Here, note tha t /infc G J^(e n f c , Cl) for all k, whicli follows from the assumption ( (E l ) , 
1°) and (1.15), (1.16), so that 
(1.17) (A(enk)unk - L(enfc),t/nfc - hnk)V{a) <J 4>(enfc, /infc) - 4>(enfc, un J 
for all k 
Moreover, from ((HI) , 3°) and (L13) we obtain 
(1.18) U(enk)unk\\v*{n) ^C for i = 1 ,2 , . . . . 
Then there exists an element \ G V*(Q) and a subsequence {A(enfc )uTlfc }j of 
{-4(enfc)unfc}*. such that 
(1.19) A(enkj)u1lkj - v (weakly) in V(Q). 
Thus, by passing to the limit in (LIT) we have 
l i m s u p ( A ( e n f c )wnfc , unk - u0) 
J—+OQ J J } 
(1.20) <$ Jim sup(A (e n > n - L(enk ) , u n - hHk ) V { a ) 
J —• o o J J } J J 
^ lim sup$(e n f c , hnk ) - lim inf $(enfc , unfc ) ^ 0 for ail j . 
j—•oo J J j—>oo J J 
However, combining the relation (V19) with the inequality (1.20) we arrive at 
(1.21) lim sup(i4(enfc )unfc txnfc.)v(n) ^ (x^o)v(n)-
J—+OQ } } } 
Moreover, the monotonicity of A(eUfc ) on V(Q) (^4(erlfc ) G E(a,M), j - V 2, . . .) 
implies (in view of (1.21)) 
(V22) (x,uo)v(ti) ^ . l i m sup[(i4(enfc )v,unfc - v)V(fi) 
J — • O O ' 3 
+ (Menkj)unkj,v)V{u)], j = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
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Relations (1.10), (1.13), (1.19) and ((HI), 5°), (1.22) enable us to write 
(X - A(e0)v, u0 - v)v(n) ^ 0 for all v e V(Q). 
Let v = u0 + t(w — u0)y <GR
+ and w E V(Q). Then we get 
(1.23) (x - -4(e0)[iio + t(w - ii0)], u0 - w)v(n) ^ 0 for any w € V(Q). 
For v = u0 — t(w — u0) we can analogously write 
(1.24) (X - -4(e0)[ii0 - t(w - u0)], w - w0)v(n) > 0. 
Then combining (1.23) with (124) for t —• 0 we see that 
(X - A(e0)u0i u0 - w)V(n) = 0 for any ti; G V(fi)-
This means that 
(1.25) X = -4(eo)ti0. 
(1.26) A(enk. )unkj -> A(e0)u0 (weakly) in V*(fi) 
Using again the monotonicity of A(enk ) we have 
(A(enk.)unkj1unk. - i i 0 )v(n ) ^ (A(enk.)u0lunkj - u0)v{a) j = 1,2,... 
Next, by the convergences (1.10) and (1.13), by assumption ((HI), 5°) and by the 
last inequality we obtain 
Jim inf(A(enk. )unk., unk - u0)Vrn) > 0, 
J-*00 3 3 3 v ' 
which compared with (1.20) leads to 
(1.27) lim (A(enk)unk un - ii0)v(n) = 0. 
J—•OO 3 3 3 v ' 
Clearly (by virtue of (1.26) and (1.27)) 
(1-28) Jim (A(enkj)unk.yunk.)vw = (-4(e0)ii0,ii0)K(n)-
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We shall show that 
(1.29) (A(eo)uo - L(e0), u0 - v)V(Q) ^ $ ( e o , v) - $(e0 , u0) 
for all v E J^(e0,Q). 
Let v be any element of jr(e 0 ,O) . If #(e0,t,) = +00, then (1.29) is trivial. Thus, 
assume $(e0,t>) < 00. According to Lemma 1 and ((El), 1°) again, there is a 
sequence {vnkj}j with unk. £ Jf(enk.,$l) for all j strongly convergent to v such 
that 
(130) £ m *(enfci lwnfc.) = *(e0lw). 
Since I/(e„fci) —• L(e0) (strongly) in V*(Q) as j -+ 00 and 
(-4(e„fcj.)wnfci - ^(enfc>),tinfcj. - u>nfci)v(n) ^ ^(enki,wnjt i) - ^(enfci)tinfci) 
for all j , we obtain (1.29) by letting j - • 00 and using (1.15), (1.28) and (1.30). As 
the element v 6 JT(e0,fi) is chosen arbitrary we get ti0 = «(e0) and 
u(en)(= un) — w(e0)(= u0) (weakly) in V(Q). 
Then(E2), (1.9) yield 
JSf(e0,ti(e0)) ^ lim inf jf(e„,u(e l»)) = inf Jif(e,ti(e)), 
n—•oo « € t t * d ( » * ) 
hence 
.Sř(«0,«(eo))= inf .-^(e,u(e)). 
eЄІ/»d(4»/ 
which completes the proof. D 
Due to -4(e0), A(en) G . E ^ M ) for n = 1» 2, ..., the strong convergence will 
follow from the relation 
a lim sup ||t-(en) - w(e 0 ) | |L n ) 
n—>oo v ' 
^ nlim L4(en)(«(e„) - «(e0))>u(en) - u(e 0 ) ) t / ( n ) 
= lim {(A(en)u(en), «(en))y(n) + (^(e n)«(e 0), «(e0))v(n) 
f l — • OO 
-2{A(en)u(e0),u(en))vW) =
 Q 
(by virtue of ((HI), 4°, 5°) and (1.13), (1.28))-
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2 . APPLICATION: PLATE PROBLEMS WITH BENDING EXTENSION COUPLING 
In the case of conventional materials (as e.g. isotropic metals) linear-elastic Kirch-
hoff plate problems usually split into two different topics, the one of pure inplane 
(extensional) deformations and the other of transversal (bending) deformations. In 
the case of new materials as laminated fiber-reinforced composites, however, coupling 
between bending and extension is possible and requires an appropriate theoretical 
consideration for engineering purposes. 
Ho(e)U 
Fig. 1 
The laminate plate considered is supposed to be thin enough so that, deformations 
are in accordance with the familiar Kirchhoff hypothesis. Thus, a line, originally 
straight and perpendicular to the middle surface of the plate (XY-plane), remains 
straight and perpendicular to the middle surface when the plate is stretched and bent. 
In addition, the normals are presumed to have constant length. This implies that the 
inplane deflections u* and v+ and the transversal deflection w+ can be represented 
by the midplane deflections it, v, w in the following way: 
(2.1) 
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uĄx,y,z) = u(x,y) -
v«(x,y,z) = v(x,y) -





Then the. non-vanishing (infinitesimal) strain components are 
. » / . .. . . _ du.(x,y,z) dv.(x,y,z) 
ex(x,y,z)- — , ey(x,y,z)- — , 
» / . d"«(g,y,*) , dv.(x,y,z) 
W * . * * ) = gy + Yx • 
The strain-displacement relations take the form 
(2.2) e*x(x, y,z) = ex(x, y) + zkx(x, y), £j(x, y, z) = £y(x, y) + ziy(*> y), 
< ( x , i/, z) = 0, 7j,(ar, y, z) = 0, 7,**(*, 2/, z) = 0, 
7^y (x, y, z) = 7xy(x, y) + zkxy(x, y), 
where the quantities £x, £y, 7xy represent midsurface strains while kXi ky, kxy are 
simple curvatures. 
We shall need the following system of strain operators: 
(2.3) 
дţ дn дí дrì 
^(v)=0, <(v) дЧ 
дхду 
where v = (£, ?;, 0). 
(W. have the system of six deformation operators—the strain-displacement rela-
tions i >r the small strains theory of a plate.) The stress tensor have the form 
(2.4) (Ti = djSj, i,j = 1,2,... ,6 
where <TX = (T]. (Ty = cr2, oz = a3, ryz = <J4, rX2 = 0*5. rxy = cr6, and ex = S\, ey = £2, 
ez = £3, 27y* = £4, 2 7 ^ = £5, 27xy = £G, Cij is a symmetric matrix, confirming that 
there are at most 21 independent elastic constants. 
Moreover, we apply the constitutive equations in the form 
" (тx " ' Єx ' 
°У 
TУZ = [Q] lyz 
Txг Ъг 
- TxУ - -Tгy m 
(the stress-strain relations are valid for an arbitrary coordinate system (X,Y,Z) 
which is rotated by an angle 4> (in the NY-plane) from the (X*\Y*.Z) coordinate 
system- the principal material directions), where i.j = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 
Q4j = Cij- (C13Q3/C33) (ff3 0), Qfi = Co (<r 3 #0) 
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[CІJ] = 
Cn C12 C13 0 0 Ciб" 
C\2 C22 C23 0 0 C26 
Ciз C23 Cзз 0 0 C36 
0 0 0 C44 C45 0 
0 0 0 C45 C55 0 
Ciв C26 Cзб 0 0 Cбб. 
.(*) The angle definition for the transformed stiffness Q\j} for the lamina k is as shown 
in Fig. 2. 
. Layeг N -
, . Layer N — 1 
ZN ZN-1 \ZN-2 
1 
r r r , t. 





r Layer 2 
• r Layeг 1 
Я(e) 
Fig. 2 
We assume that C tJ([x,y],<) is defined on fi x [mini/(e),max/I(e)] (H(e) is the 
total laminate thickness) and satisfies the following conditions: 
Cij(.jt) is a measurable function on £2 for every t £ [minif(e), 
maxif(e)] and C»j([x,y],.) is a continuous function on [minH(e), 
maxH(e)] (e G J7ad(fi)) for almost every (x,y) G ft (Caratheo-
dory-conditions); 
there exists a real positive constant M* with |C,j([x,y],*)| ^ M* 
for any t G [mini/(e),maxH(e)], a.e. (x,y) G ft 
(2.5) 
where J7ad(ft) is the set of admissible control functions (thickness functions and their 
properties will be specified below). 
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Of course, we have also to assume the ellipticity condition 
(2.6) (C.-,-([x,y],0^0« £<-eKI 
for any £ G R 6 , for any t G [min H(e), m a x H ( e ) ] (e G Uad(-^))> <*c = const . > 0, 
where 
6 / 6 ,1/2 
(a, b) R 6 = £
 aibi f o r a n y a, b G R6, |a|Be = ( £ a?) , 
t=i \ = 1 ' 
Next we will consider a laminate plate constructed of a finite number of nonhomo-
geneous layers of an orthotropic material. It is assumed that all the layers in the 
plate remain elastic during the deformation and that no slip occurs between any two 
layers. 
The strains and curvatures (the deformation operators (2.3)) give rise to the re-
sultant forces NX1 Nyi Nxy and moments MX1 My, Mxy. The constitutive relations 
can be given by the matrix equation 
(2.7) 







Л ц ( e ) 
Л l 2 ( e ) 
Л i б ( e ) 
Bn(e) 
ß l 2 ( e ) 




ß l 2 ( e ) 
Ö22(Є) 
Ő2б(e) 
Л î 6(e) 
^26(Є) 
Л6 6(e) 
ß i б ( e ) 
Ö2б(e) 
ß б б ( e ) 
ßц (e) 
Ö12(Є) 



















•Ъ T h e m a t r i x in ( 2 . 7 ) is the [ABD(e)] matr ix known from the classical laminat ion 
theory [20]. It cons ists of the extens ional stiffnesses - 4 t ; ( e ) , the coup l ing stiffnesses 
Bij(e) and the bend ing stiffnesses D t J ( e ) , and which are defined by the e l e m e n t s of 
the m a t r i x [Q]. Here Aij(e) = Atj(.,e(.)), Htj(.,e(.)), D,-j ( . , e ( . ) ) and 
Я(e)/2 Я(e)/2 




2d2:, ij = 1,2,6. 
-H{e)/2 
Although our terminology is taken from laminate analysis, in principle, the under­
lying plate does not necessarily have to be a laminate. For the present purpose, the 




We consider a laminate plate constructed of a finite number (N —2) of nonhornoge-
neous uniform thickness layers of an orthotropic material and two (external) variable 
thickness layers, where the variable thickness is equal to e(x, y) (for k = 1, N). Thus 
/ V - l 
we have: # ( e ) (total thickness of plate) = 2e -f X) ^* (^* = uniform thickness of 
Jb=2 
ib-layers). 
We assume that the laminate plate is clamped at a part dfiw of the boundary dQ 
and free at the remaining part 8QF- Thus one has dQ = dQu UdQp, meas <9fiu > 0, 
dQu fi <9ftF = 0-
We define the space W(Q) = [HH-l)]2 x H2(fi). Let dQu be an open part of dQ 
and let the length of dQu be positive. We define 
Vo(Q) = {veHl(Q):v = 0 on 0QU}, 
W0(Q) = {zG C°°(?2): z = <9z/<9n = 0 on <9fiu}; 
Hlnjfi) is the closure of IV0(Q) in H
2(Q), 
V(fi) = [Vo(fi)]2 x H2dn%(Q) C W(fi). 
We denote by L2(Q) the space of all measurable square integrable functions with 
respect to the Lebesgue measure dQ = dxdy. Hk(Q) is a Hilbert space with the 
scalar product 
(v, z)HHn) = E /
 D°vDa* d"> H= t t>+<**> °a=dxTL2 
and the norm (vy v ) ^ f c ( n ) = ||t>||/f*(n), * = 1,2. 
Further we denote 
Я0*(fì) = {«É Я
f c (Q): v = Dav = 0 on ðíł for | c * Ю - !}• 
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It is well known that H0(Q) is the Hilbert space with the scalar product 
(«.*)*„-(«)-- E / DavDazd(ì. 
M=*<n 
Moreover, we write @(Q) = {v G &(Q) (the space of functions having derivatives 
of all orders continuous on Q and continuously extentable to Q): supp v C Q} (the 
space of functions with compact supports). We denote by Loo(fi) the vector space 
consisting of all functions that are essentially bounded on fi, with the norm 
IMUop(n) = ess_sup|i;(x,y)|. 
(*,y)€n 
Moreover, we note that the system of the deformation operators from the system 
(2.3) belong to L(V(Q), L2(fi))-the space of linear continuous operators from V(Q) 
to L2(Q). 
Let 11 C R2 be a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary. We set U(Q) = 
H2(Q)—a reflexive Banach space with the norm ||||t/(n) = ||||iI2(n)- Let us introduce 
the set of admissible control thickness functions 
Uad(ft) = {e G H
3(Q): 0 < emin <$ e(ar, y) ^ emax for all (x, y) G fi, 
||«Hir»(0) ^ cu Jedft = c2, H(e)\dn^ = <p0y -g~\d^ = *>i} 
where <p0 and <p\ are given functions, (p0 G C(dQu), <p\ G C(dQu), and positive 
constants c\} c2, emin, emax are chosen in such a way that Uad(fi) ?~ 0-
It results from the compact imbedding H3(Q) C+ H2(Q) that the set Uad(fi) is 





We further suppose the laminate plate to be forced to lie over a "shallow" obstacle 
represented by a function &(x, y) • ft —> R Hence the function 9(x, y) describing the 
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(2.8) 
deflection of the plate satisfies (we will consider physical situation such as those in 
Fig. 4, in which the transverse displacement of a thin anisotropic laminate plate is 
constrained by the presence of the foundation—a rigid frictionless surface located 
at a distance 3?(x,y) under the middle plane of the plate) 9(x,y) ^ 2T(e(x,y)) 
(admissible transverse displacement) where 
[2?(e(x,y)) = -F (* ,y ) + H(e(x,y))/2 (<C 0), 
H(e) = 2e+ £ hk, 
k = 2 
the function &: fi —> R (representing the obstacle lying under the 
plate) has to satisfy the conditions 
& G C°°(fi) , &(s) = -v?o(s) /2 , d&(s)/dn = ~v?i(B)/2 for all s G 
dQu, 2f(e) ^ 0 (for all e G Uad(fi)) on fi O H(e)max ^ -2&(x, y) 
JOT any (x,t/) G fi. 
Physically, if 9(x,y) > 2f(e(x,y)), then the laminate plate does not come in contact 
with the rigid frictionless surface (shallow obstacle) and no reactive force is developed 
on the rigid surface. On the other hand, if 0(x, y) = 3T(e(x, y)) at a point (x, y) G fi, 
then the laminated plate is in contact with the rigid surface and a transverse reactive 
force rc(e) is developed on the plate. Further, we introduce the set of kinematically 
admissible displacements by 
(2.9) Jt(e, fi) = {v G V ( f i ) : 0 - 2f{e) > 0 on fi} 
a n d v = (£,T],0). 
L e m m a 2 . The set JT(e , Q) is nonempty, convex and closed in V(Q) . Moreover, 
the system { J f ( e , Q)} (for any e G U^(Q)) fulfils the condition ( (HI) , 1°;. 
P r o o f . JT(e,£2) is nonempty (for any e G Uad(-^))- We have I/(e)max ^ 
-2&(x,y) for any (x,y) G H. Hence one has 2T(e) ^ 0. This implies that (0 ,0 ,0) G 
J T ( e , Q ) for any e G Uad(^)- Hence Jt(e,Q) is nonempty. This means that the 
condition ( ( H l ) , l ° ) holds. Jf(e,Sl) is closed (for any e G Uad(-^))- Let v n —* v 
(strongly) in V ( O ) , where v n G Ji'(e,Sl) and v G V(Q) (e G Uad(-^))- Hence due to 
the imbedding theorem for the space H2(Q) we get 0n(x,y) —» 0(x,y) (strongly) in 
C(H) . Thus , as 0n(x,y) - 2f(e(x,y)) ^ 0 on 11, we obtain Q(x,y) - 2?(e(x,y)) on 
Q and hence v G J ^ ( e , f i ) as claimed. 
The convexity of Jf(e,Q) is trivial. • 
L e m m a 3 . Tiie system of convex closed sets {JC(e, fi)} defined />y (2.9) /ujlfiis 
the condition ( (HI ) , 1°). 
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P r o o f . Let en -* e (strongly) in U(Q)( = H
2(fi)), e n , c G Uad(fi). Then there 
exists a subsequence {enfc}jb of {en}n weakly convergent in H (0) to the element 
e G Uad(fi). L e t {(cln, 7 ? n, 0n)}n - (*, i?, 0) ( ( £ „ , i ? n , 0 « ) G J T ( e „ , 0 ) , (£, 7/, 0) G V ( f i ) ) 
be weakly converegent in V(Q). We then have On(x,y) - ^(e n (x,H)) ^ 0 for all 
(x,y) G fi, which by virtue of the compact imbedding H2(fi) d , C(Q) implies that 
0(xy y) - 2t(e(x, y)) > 0 for all (x, u) G 0 and hence (£, 77, 0) G J^(e, Q). This means 
that the condition ((1°) in Definition 1) holds. Next, let (£,»/, 0) G Jf(e,ft), then 
we put (£„,??„, 0n) = (£,*,-, 0) + (0,0, (e„ - e ) ) . The elements {(£„, ??n, 0 n )} n satisfy 
the conditions (£n,r/n,0n) G J f (e n , f t ) and lim (^„,r?n,0n) = (£>*/, 0) (strongly) in 
n — • o o 
V(fi). Thus the condition ((2°) in Definition 1) holds. • 
On the open set Q, we now define a bilinear form a(e,.,. .): V(fi) x V(Q) —• R (for 
all e G Uad(fi)) (introducing the energy bilinear form-virtual work equation) by 
a(e,v,z) = / { ( ^ ( v ) , ^ ( v ) , ^ ( v ) , ^ ( v ) , ^ * ( v ) , ^ ( v ) } 
a 
(2.10) [ i 5 D ( e ) ] ( / ^ z ) ) 4 ( z ) ! / , y ( z ) ) / ; ( z ) / ; ( z ) ) ^ ( z ) )
T } f f i 
• for all v , z G V ( Q ) . 
Moreover, we define a linear functional L(e) G (V(Q)) (the load space) by 
IV-1 
£ 
c = 2 
r N~l 
(2.11) ( Ł ( e ) , v ) V ( n ) = \p-(kie+^2kihi + kNe)j dQ, 
where tt-(x, t/) G F2(-^) (• > 0), i = 1, 2, ..., N, p G L2(Q) (of external loads). 
The formula (2A1) defines the virtual work of external loads. (The operator B 
is continuous and corresponds to the loading caused e.g. by the own weight of the 
laminated anisotropic plate.) On the other hand, we set 
(2.12) (A(e), v ) v ( a ) = a(e, v, z) for any v, z G V(Q), e G Uad(^); 
then A(e) G F(V(Q), V*(Q)) (the operator for the anisotropic elastic laminated 
plate), a(e, . , . ) : V(Q) x V(Q) —• R is the Dirichlet form associated with A(e), 
A(e)v G V*(fi) is the canonical isometric operator (by a(e.,.,)). 
The subspace R(12) C V(fl) is the set of the rigid body motion (representing 
virtual displacements of a rigid laminate plate) given by 
R(fi) = {v 6 V(O): ( | | ^ ( v ) | | | 2 ( n ) + I K y ( v ) | | i 2 ( n ) + | K x y ( v ) | | i 2 ( n ) 
ll^(v)|li j ( n ) + IK*(v)||i2(n) + lK4(v)|||2(n)) = o} 
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where the system of six deformation operators is defined in (2.3). 
Lemma 4. We have R(Q) = {0}. 
P r o o f . Parallel to that of Lemma 2.1 [10]. D 
Moreover, in our case we have 4>(e,v) = 0. 
The desired thickness of the laminate plate is given by the distribution zd(x,y) 
of the deflection, and we look for a control parameter subject to constrainst, i.e., 
e € Uai(-^) such that the system response w(e) has a minimum deviation of zd(x, y) 
in any definite sense. This means, that the cost functional is given by the formula 
J[ (e)-zdГ (2.13) Җe,v) = / [ (e) - zdүdӣ. 
L e m m a 5. The family {A(e)}, e G Uad(-^) of operators defined by (2.10) and 
(2.12) satisfies the assumptions ((HI), 3°, 4°, 5°). 
P r o o f . We define 
\[ABD(e)](x,y)\= sup \[ABD(e)]£\/\t\ 
£€R 6 - {0} 
for all e G Uad(^), (from (2.5) and (2.6) we clearly find that the function (x,y) —• 
\[ABD(e)](x,y)\ belongs to Loo(fi) by ||[^5D(e)]||Loo(n) we denote the Loo(^)-norm 
of the above function), and we then have, from the assumption (2.5) and from the 
Schwarz inequality 
(2-14) 
| { A ( e ) v , z ) v ( n ) K c | | [ J 4 B o ( e ) ] | | £ o o ( n ) ( | K I ( v ) | | i 2 ( n ) 
+ IK(v) l l i a ( n) + l l ^ ( v ) l ! i a ( n ) + I K » H i a ( n ) 
+ IK*(v) l l i a ( n ) + IK; (
v )Hi . ( r i ) ) 
x(IM£(«)lli, (n) + IK(« ) l lL ( n , + IK»(«)l l i . (n) + IK*(«)ll i a (n) 
+ IK*(«)l lL (n) + l l ^ ; (
z ) l l i 2 ( n) ) ^ q^B/)]l|v||v(n)||z||v(n) 
for any v,z e V(Q), e € Uad(ft) 
where the positive constant C[ABD] is independent of [e, v, z]. Relation (2.12) implies 
the continuity of (A(e)., )V{n) f°
r a " e € vad(O)-
Moreover, due to the assumption (2.6) we have (realizing that either [ABD(e)] is 
uniformly positive definite with respect to e € Uad(O) of the energy of the laminate 
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plate is positive definite) 
(2.15) <A(e)v.v)V(f t ) > ^ f l z > ] ( E l l ^ (
v ) H L ( n ) ) 
where the positive constant oftABD] is independent of [e, v] and JY\ = JVX, JV2 = jVy, 
j ^ = j ^ . y . «yr4 = ./r^*, ^ = ^ * , ^ = JV* . In our further consideration we shall 
use results of [7] about the inequalities of Korn's type, employing the same notation 
as in [7]. The components of a vector displacement v are denoted by £ = v\, n = V2, 
0 = V3. The operators JV\ have the form 
3 
^ = E E n ^ D % - '= 1,2 6. 
5=1 |c*Kfc8 
We define the components of the matrix \jV\s((x,y), (£i,£2))]3x6 (we see that in the 
given case n\sa = const, which means that the matrix \JY\S ((X, y), (^1,^2))] does not 
depend on (x, y) and on the control variable e) in the following way: 
^ ( 6 , 6 ) J2 "i"tfltfa. H = ai+a2. 
In our case we have 
[Nu((zíy)ì{iuШ
T = 
6 0 6 0 0 0 
0 6 6 0 0 0 
L0 0 0 ťî (1 -66 (Зxб) 
If Kit^2] € C2 , [£1,^2] 7*- [0)0] then tfte rank of this matrix is 3 under the conditions 
imposed above. Then by Theorem 3.1 from [7] we obtain that the system {JV\} is 
coercive on V(Q), i.e. 
6 
(2.16) ] T | K ( v ) | | 2 2 ( n ) + | |v| |£3 ( n ) ^ ^BDlllvH^n), C[ABD] > 0. 
/ = 1 
Then by virtue of (2.15), Theorem 2.3 [7], and Lemma 4 we obtain 
(2.17) ( A ( e ) v , v ) v ( n ) S> «[.4BD]| |v| |v ( n ) 
for all v G V(Q), e G Uad(f-), with ot[ABD] > 0 independent of [e, v]. 
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Now ((HI), 3°, 4°) is an immediate consequence of (2.14) and (2A7). Let en G 
Uad(^) be such that en —* e (strongly) in U(Q). Then 
| ( (A(e n ) -A(e ) )v , z ) V (n ) | 
= / { | ( ^ ( v ) , ^ y ( v ) , ^ y ( v ) , ^ ( v ) , ^ ( v ) , ^ 4 ( v ^ 
n 
(2A8) [>ifl% - c)] ( ^ w , ^ w , ^ y w ^ ; w , ^ ( z ) , ^ ; ( z ) )
T |} an 
^ C[ABD](\\*n ~ clUoo(n) + 114 - e2\\Loo(n) + ||en - e
3\\Loo(n)) 
llvlk(n)||z||v(n) -+ 0 for every v,z € V(fl), cfABD] > 0. 
This means that 
||A(e„) - A(e)| |L (v(n),v(n)) = sup | |(A(en) - A(e))v | | v* ( n ) ) 
vGV(n), | |v | |v ( n ) = l 
= sup sup |((A(en) - A(e))v, z)V(n)| -+ 0 
vev(n), z€V(n), 
l|v||V(o)=l Nlv(o) = -
(due to (2.18)). Consequently, the condition ((HI), 5°) is verified. On the other 
hand, by (2.H) for en —•> e (strongly) in U(Q) we may write 
(2.19) | (L(e) - L(en), v ) v ( n ) | = | ((kx + kN)(en - e),0)H2{a) | <J const. 
Wen ~ ellc(n)llvIII12(n) -* 0. Hence ((El), 2°) is satisfied. 
Let us verify (E2). For e G Uad(-^) the functional J?(e,.): V(Q) —> R is weakly lower 
semicontinuous. Consequently, we may immediately write 
lim infJS?(en ,vn)= lim inf \\0n - zd\\* > \\B - zd\\\ ( n ) = SP{e, v). 
n — • o o n — • o o v > *\ t 
Thus, from Lemma 5 and the above argument we conclude that all the assumptions 
of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Hence the existence of a solution of the optimization 
problem (&) follows (optimization of the thickness of a laminate plate): The optimal 
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OPTIMÁLNĚ RIADENIE LAMINÁTOVEJ DOSKY S PŘEKÁŽKOU 
JÁN LOVÍŠEK 
Je študovaná úloha riadenia systému lineárnych rovnic a nerovníc pro laminátovú dosku. 
Funkcie riadenia vystupuji! v koeficientoch operátora nerovnice, v právej straně a v konvex-
nej množině pnpustkových stavov. Dokazuje sa existencia optimálneho riadenia, na úrovni 
abstrakcie, pre riadenie variačnou nerovnicou pre jeden tvar účelového funkcionálu. Hrůbku 
vonkajšej vrstvy laminátovej dosky berieme za funkciu riadenia. 
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